Qulto Digital Document Delivery Platform

The main goal of the Qulto Digital Document Delivery Platform is to enable access to the digital holdings of any library consortium. It provides collaborative digitization workflows together with the management of copyright and digitization status. The system offers remote access to public domain documents, orphan works and standard copyrighted works. Furthermore, it enables digital access to out-of-print copyrighted books, and on-demand user requests are given priority during the digitization process. The Qulto Digital Document Delivery Platform is designed for partnerships established by libraries, publishers and other related stakeholders.
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**PARTNERS**

**DIGITAL CONTENT PROVIDERS**
- Libraries
- Publishers
- And others

**COPYRIGHT DATA PROVIDERS**
- VIAF • TEL • Books in Print
- ARROW
  Accessible Registries of Rights Information and Orphan Works Towards Europeana

**METADATA PROVIDERS**
- Aggregated Library Catalogues
  - Books • Articles • Images

**EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDERS**
- Ebsco • EOD

**COPYRIGHT HOLDERS**

**Digital content cluster**
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Digitalization module main features

- Work stations
- Uploading scanned pages
- Categorization and ordering of pages
- OCR - ABBY or Tesseract
- Proof reading of full-text
- On-demand document selection by pages
- Batch importing
- Legal deposit of digital documents
Sales module main features:

- On-demand order request of items
- Creation of service packages
- Quotation workflow
- On-line payment
- Institutional purchase workflow
- Discounts
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Copyright management

Copyright Management module main features:
- Aggregating copyright information from external databases (DPL, WOS)
- Automated generation of copyright status
- Enrichment of metadata with copyright information
- OPM: Internals (data, campus) and/or software (FileCipher)
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collaborative digitization workflows together with the management of copyright and digitization status. The system offers remote access to public domain documents, orphan works and standard copyrighted documents, as well.
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1. Search in multiple catalogues
2. Digital access: public & DRM protected
3. On-demand digitalization

**ARCHITECTURE**

- Sales
- Finances
- Copyright management
- Digitalization

**Business Process Management**

The functionality of the system is backed by a Workflow Engine, this enables the use of complex and configurable processes.

**PARTNERS**

**DIGITAL CONTENT PROVIDERS**
- LIBRARIES
- PUBLISHERS
- AND OTHERS

**METADATA PROVIDERS**
- AGGREGATED LIBRARY CATALOGUES
  - BOOKS • ARTICLES • IMAGES

**COPYRIGHT DATA PROVIDERS**
- VIAF • TEL • BOOKS IN PRINT
- ARROW
  - Accessible Registries of Rights Information and Orphan Works Towards Europeans

**EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDERS**
- EBSCO • EOD

**COPYRIGHT HOLDERS**

The Qulto Digital Document Delivery Platform is designed for partnerships established by libraries, publishers and other related stakeholders.
SERVICES FOR END USERS

Patrons in library
Virtual reading room
- VPN
- e-pub, mobi, lit, pdf, html

Public services
Reading on-line
- DIGITAL
- Public domain
- Copyright

Customers
Paid services:
- download in special format
- e-circulation
- DRM
- digital reprography

Database
Copyright
- Public domain

Search the catalog
- Full-text access
- Search the catalog
The aim of ELDORADO is to provide access in digital form to documents stored in library collections, primarily to out-of-commerce publications which are practically impossible for users to buy via the traditional commerce channels. User of ELDORADO can be any citizen, regardless whether he or she is a registered reader of a certain library or not.

What do we offer and how?...
IMPLEMENTATIONS

Budapest
EU project

Bucharest
PPP

eldorado.oszk.hu

broad.qulto.eu
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